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Provides brainteasers to solve in a blackboard scene, hundreds of tiny objects to ponder in a

classification puzzle, Rube Goldberg-type contraptions to figure out, and a nature spread that

encourages learning through observation.
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The I spy school Days is a great beginner book from this series. This doesn't mean it isn't

challenging by any means but the pictures.... the wonderful photos even the youngest child can

relate to. I know it sounds simple, but you will have to see for yourself it sound easier said then done

but these are so much fun! It is very challenging, fun, and social, an excellent family event! There

are extra credit riddles at the end of the book but it also is fun to make your own. The youngest little

learner can really benefit from the photos in this book as it gets them going on letter, numbers and

objects which they know or soon will! I can't rave enough about these books they totally intrigue me!

Our daughter has loved all of the I Spy books since about 20 months of age. (Before that we only

gave her the board book versions). She "reads" them even more than our 4 year old who loves

them too. Little ones this age enjoy sitting with an adult identifying familiar objects while learning

new ones. She gets so excited trying to find all of a paticular multiple object on one page. I would



give the I Spy books ten stars if I could!A+++++++ books!

This is a great book to engage young toddlers' minds. I bought it for an inquisitive 2 year-old. Even

though the age range stated it was for older children, I found that by sitting next to my

granddaughter and pointing out the items, she was able to find them easily the next time. I also

purchased the I Spy Christmas book. Both were excellent additions to a grandmother's library!

I agree with the "reader" who says not to believe the age range the publishers have put on these

books (4 to 8). My 10 year old loves these books at least as much as my 6 year old does, and so do

I! They're incredibly imaginative, and make you look at pictures in a whole new way.

My ten year old son introduced me to this fun little book (OK, Itâ€™s big, but thin.), which he has

been looking at for several years now. It has fourteen, two-page sized pictures of a collection of

odds and ends connected with school. At the bottom of each of them is a list of things that you can

look for (sort of like, Where is Waldo). But, read through to the end, there is a riddle about someone

youâ€™ll find in each of the pictures.This is a fun book. It challenges the young reader to

concentrate on what is actually on the page, and pick out certain select items. I like that my son

reads it for fun, even as the book is teaching him to concentrate and search systematically. He

loves this book, and so do I. We both highly recommend this book to you.

Don't let those publishers tell you the age range. I teach fifth grade and my students LOVE these

books. They are always checked out of our library and of the public library. What fun!

Children of all ages (adults too!) will find something to enjoy in these pages -- the young ones just

looking at the absorbing pictures and the older ones searching for the myriad of items hidden within

each scene.The scenes are each a two page photograph filled with many objects that revolve

around a certain theme, from the alphabet to a town of blocks to a wooden marble machine that

actually works (see the last pages for a note on this). At the bottom of each scene is a riddle to tell

the searcher what he or she is looking for and to provide clues. Some of the objects are easy to find,

some are impossibly difficult!And for those of you who reach the end of the book and wish it wasn't

over ... it doesn't have to be. There are additional riddles on the last pages so you can enjoy the

pictures all over again.Highly recommended.



I love this so much because it's fun, it's awesome, and now I want all the I Spy books. The I spy

school days book rules. The coolest part was where all the toys were. This review was dictated to

me by my 7 yr. old son.
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